Corruption of “Bible Translators” EXPOSED
Messiah’s Name confirmed through Scripture
This revelation COMPLETELY TRANSFORMED my life
Dear believers – why this short study? To discredit anyone? To condemn anyone?
NO, certainly NOT!
My aim through this study is to PRESENT TRUTH-SEEKERS who are serious about their
relationship with The Father through the Son (Messiah), and desire to worship The Father in
Spirit and Truth with HIS undefiled TRUTH, exposing the deceit of man taught for centuries,
MISLEADING us into false worship!
I will present you with FACTUAL information that will EXPOSE the corruption of “Scripture
Translators” (Jer 8:8), who have mis-translated Scripture, perverting it and leading us astray!
Firstly, we have to establish a VERY IMPORTANT FACT:
In Yohanan (John) 4:22, any modern-day translation will teach you that SALVATION is of the
Yahudim (Jews)!
Why is this important? It LEADS us to and CONFIRMS the TRUE NAME of “The Messiah” –
The NAME that Translators have corrupted in ALL modern-day “Bible Translations” – the same
Name that pastors/prophets/ministers teach as “Jesus”, which SCRIPTURE CLEARLY
PROVES is IMPOSSIBLE!
Why is the Messiah’s CORRECT NAME so IMPORTANT?
Simply because Scripture teaches that there is ONLY ONE NAME by which man can be saved
(Act 4:12) – NOT many names or many variations of ONE name! Scripture also teaches us that
we are healed, delivered, and immersed (baptized) in Messiah’s Name! We also pray to the
Father through the Messiah (Joh 14:6), by using His [TRUE] Name!
Firstly we have to UNDERSTAND that NAMES are NEVER TRANSLATED, but
TRANSLITERATED!
What is the difference? – If we translate names from ONE LANGUAGE to ANOTHER,
corruption will creep in as the meaning and pronunciation of names will CHANGE, as it
did with the translation of Messiah’s TRUE Name from ancient Hebrew – Greek – Aramaic
– Latin – modern Hebrew – English and many others languages!
A TRANSLITERATION on the other hand PRONOUNCES a name or word the SAME as it is
spoken in the ROOT (ORIGINAL LANGUAGE), using the letters of the Destination (SECOND)
LANGUAGE to make the SAME SOUND as the ROOT (original) language – thus the name will
NOT change! Our Names will REMAIN the same, NO MATTER which countries we visit or
which country we might immigrate to! It will NOT change to blend-in with the culture or traditions
of any particular country! We each have ONLY ONE NAME – we DO NOT have a name in
every language on earth – we have ONE NAME that can be WRITTEN and PRONOUNCED
in every language on earth! The SAME APPLIES to the Father and Son’s Names – they
BOTH have ONLY ONE NAME, yet many titles and attributes that are all DIRECTLY LINKED to
their UNIQUE SET-APART Names!
It is IMPERATIVE to KNOW that Messiah was BORN as a Jew (who was also a Hebrew), NOT
a Greek! Messiah’s parents and ALL our forefathers mentioned in Scripture were Hebrews,
NOT Greeks! It is IMPORTANT that we acknowledge this fact!
In Bereshiyth (Gen) 4:13, we read that Abraham was a Hebrew (NOT all Hebrews are Jews,
but ALL Jews are Hebrews)!
It is IMPORTANT to know that the name “Jesus” was FIRST translated into Scripture around the
mid 1600’s, via the KJV -- NEVER PRIOR to that! The name “Iesous” was used prior to that!
This is where the corruption is EXPOSED! “Iesous” is a GREEK name which has NOTHING to
do with salvation – neither does Iesus (Latin), nor Jesus (English).
Scripture teaches that the Messiah’s Name will POINT to salvation (Mat 1:21)!

This is where the Hebrew as ROOT and thus ORIGINAL LANGUAGE of Scripture guides us
to the TRUTH! We confirm the above Scripture by using the Hebrew Strong’s as resource,
guiding us to TWO (2) Hebrew words that point to salvation – which in turn guides us to the
TRUE Name of the Messiah!
Ye"sha" (Hebrew Strong's 3468):
deliverance, rescue, salvation, safety and welfare.
The Hebrew word Ye"sha" comes from the HEBREW ROOT Word Ya"sha"
(Hebrew Strong's 3467), meaning to deliver and save.
You will CLEARLY see that both Ye"sha" and Ya"sha" end with "sha"
From the above we can determine that the “sha” will be present in the Messiah’s TRUE NAME!
Many important Hebrew words carry the "sha" -- these words are directly linked to Messiah
and also confirm His Name . . .
(sha-bbat (weekly Sabbath); sha-lom (peace); sha-vuot (pentecost); sha-ma (to obey, listen);
yeru-sha-layim (Jerusalem); sha-mayahim (heaven)!
Now if we study Scripture, we will NOTE some very IMPORTANT revelation knowledge
GUIDING us to the TRUE NAME of the Messiah!
Scripture teaches us that the FATHER and His Son are ONE (Joh 17:11, 22)!
Scripture also teaches that the Son came IN His Father's Name (Joh 5:43) and did
everything IN His Father's Name (Joh 10:25) . . . CONSISTENT with the Father's nature;
the authentic Scriptural Name of His Son (Messiah) is also ROOTED in His own Set-Apart
Name!
Scripture TEACHES us that there is ONLY ONE SAVIOUR (Isa 43:11)! Scripture also teaches
us that we should CALL upon the Name of The Father to be saved (Act 2:21; Rom 10:13 and
Yo’el 2:32)! Why is calling on the Name of the Father IMPORTANT? Because Messiah’s NAME
is IN HIS NAME!
Thus Messiah’s Name will:
1) Carry the Father’s Name, and
2) Point to salvation
What is also very interesting in confirming the TRUE Name of Messiah is that the Tribe (blood
line) that Messiah came from also POINTS to His TRUE NAME!
The tribe’s name that He came from is Yahudah (Judah)!
Putting it all together:
The Father’s Name, the Tribe that Messiah comes from, as well as the Hebrew words
Ye”sha” and Ya”sha“ CONFIRM the TRUE NAME of Messiah!
Father’s Name (from ancient Hebrew):

Yod - makes Y sound
Hay - makes ah sound
Uau [Waw] - makes a "oo" sound, thus u
Hay - makes the same sound as the second letter, namely ah
If we add them all together (Y+ah+u+ah), we get Yahuah
Yahu-ah (Father’s Name)
Yahu-dah (Tribe that Messiah comes from)
Yahu-sha (Name of Messiah)
So our Messiah’s Name is YAHU-sha, which means “YAHU-ah (The Father) saves (sha)
through His Son”, which is consistent with Scriptural teaching!
MattitYahu (Matthew) 1:21 "She will give birth to a son, and you are to name Him Yahusha,
because He will SAVE His people from their sins".

In Hebrew, Messiah’s Name (Yahusha) means The Father saves through His Son, which
is consistent with what Scriptures teach!
The Greek corruption of “Iesous” and the English corruption of “Jesus” have NO
MEANING and do NOT CONFIRM Scripture, pointing to salvation.
The “sus” portion of Je-sus are closely related to the Greek god ze-us! Many linguists teach that
Ie-sous (Greek) literally translates to “hail zeus”! I cannot confirm this as I am NOT a linguist!
What does strike me is that ze-us was a Greek “god” and Ie-sous is a Greek name!
In Latin “sus” means pig!

Will we show Messiah the necessary reverence and respect by calling Him on His
True Hebrew Name that points to the Father and salvation, or will be continue to
use a name that means NOTHING – which does NOT point to the Father, salvation
or the tribe that Messiah comes from?
Let the Qodesh Ruach (Set Apart Spirit) of Yahuah, the Father guide all HIS
PEOPLE to HIS TRUTH, not man’s twisted truths!
http://www.renewedminds2purehearts.com/father--sons-covenant-scriptural-names.html

